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About This Game

Embark on a bold adventure in Adam’s Venture: Origins. Set in the roaring 20’s, in Adam’s Venture: Origins you will explore
ancient ruins, and recover mysterious artifacts. Together with your trusted accomplice Evelyn, you will have to outsmart the evil

Clairvaux company.

Adam’s Venture Origins is a reimagining of the Adam’s Venture franchise. Streamlined and replotted to forge an engaging
narrative, Adam’s Venture: Origins reimagines the events of the first exploits of Adam Venture.

Adam’s Venture: Origins features new, next-gen visuals, new gameplay and new animation work which makes it into a true next-
gen experience.

Adam’s Venture: Origins is the fulfillment of the original vision of Vertigo Games, as facilitated by SOEDESCO. Challenging
puzzles, stunning visuals, engaging narrative and tight gameplay will make Adam’s Venture: Origins into an adventure game that

is not to be missed.

Features

Brains over Brawn, Adam’s Venture: Origins focusses on clever puzzles.
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Delve into ancient mysteries and recover mysterious artifacts.

Traverse long forgotten tombs and crumbling cities using the new grappling hook.

Rich and involving storyline that weaves a surprising adventure with historical overtones.
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Title: Adam's Venture: Origins
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vertigo Games
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 745

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Polish,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Turkish,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Pretty neat, however im getting some problems with my guns in multiplayer, basically my guns get misplaced to my left making
them look like they're floating. I spent most of my time on the space build trying to figure out how to move and stuff (push
every button you see until it works), the game's worth a shot.. A good puzzle game, worth play this and the second one.. You are
probably wondering why I am posting a review with only 0.2 hours spent in the game. I am very happy to inform you that this
playtime is actually why I've written this review. Let me paint you a picture, for starters.

A great friewnd of mine had purchased this game for me as a gift, and we both thought that it had some potential to be fun.
Upon loading into the game, I was immediately confused because the camera is inverted by default. This, however, is not the
reason for my hatred of this game. That part comes is only a little bit.
The story of the game is delivered in a most confusing fashion, but that is mostly forgiven because of the story's simplicity. Why
go to extreme lengths to explain a simple "go find the thing" plot anyway?
I had only gotten to the first steps of the first area for the second time (because of an unfortunate and unexplained death) when
my character was removed from the game world entirely. I was not "glitched into a wall", or "set out of bounds". My game did
not even crash. I was simply gone. Removed. Unable to find any trace of myself or my influence upon the game world. My
camera was forced to bear witness to the side of a wall for all of eternity. I did nothing out of the ordinary to warrent such a bug
or glitch, all I know is that I shall refund this game immediately.
I don't know whether this game is actually good; I only ever saw a fraction of the first level. If I were you, dear reader, I'd not
take the risk of paying money for this game, even with the promise of a refund in mind. You may be able to get your money
back, but your time is forever lost should you encounter an experience similar to my own.

SOMEWHAT INTERESTING NOTE: After posting this review initially, one of the developers of the game responded to it and
asked for more information regarding this glitch. This act shows that the devs are working hard to fix such problems in the game
as what I have experienced. I am very happy to say that I have some more faith in the integrity of game developers now, and the
creators of this game have my respect for showing initiative in finding the cause of this srange glitch. Thank you, developers,
for listening to your fans and audience in a time where other game-makers would simply ignore them.
P.S. The dev's comment can be found in the replies to this review, unless the comment is deleted for some reason.. One of those
tedious mobile-ports where once you've played for ten seconds you've seen everything you're ever going to see in the game..
This reminds me of the Shadez series that is free, but for me all the maps have a large black line acorss like it looks like it's flat
but all the units go under the thing and u can't see them. NEED HELP. Not actually naked.

R.I.P. LGBT Community.
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A very good movie :). The Adventures of Tintin meets Back to the Future. Fun little dungeon crawler. It wont change your life
or anything but I enjoyed it. I think it was made by one dude which makes it even more impressive. Worth maybe 2-3 play
throughs at a total of 10-15 hours if that helps you price it out.. Best Game Simulator EVER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Memery~
回忆~. I didn't like the game as much as I hope I would.

Don't get me wrong; the graphics are superb, the sound & music well made, and everything seems to be in order... but not
quite.There are a few -but critical- gameplay errors that entirely spoil the -otherwise very well put- experience.

First of all, the game is a bit confusing as to what it wants you to do.There are message banners across the levels, but nobody
cares to read when you are surrounded by myriads of enemies and/or you want to blow them up.After all, it's a shoot'em up,
right?

The same applies to the buy menu.I simply don't understand what costs how much, what needs to be upgraded first to proceed,
basically, it looks like a mixed mess of numbers, icons, bars, etc.It needs to be clean, not confusing.

Secondly, it's the power of the weapons that leads to rationing of shots.The energy weapon, that is the mainstay of your craft, is
quite weak.On the contrary, the matter weapon, is faster, and deals better damage with shielded enemies.However since it's got a
finite amount of shots (while the energy weapon recharges albeit very slowly) you have to be careful not to waste precious
ammo by spraying fire on the level.If you do, you can easily find yourself either out of ammo, or in wiat for your weaker gun to
recharge.Not good.

Consequently, you have to reserve your ammo for the shielded enemies,Which is dowright bad design in such a type of game
because, you have to keep track & remember what type of weapon to use on which enemy to make the best out of your guns.All
that while maneouvering to avoid enemy fire , and shooting back to a lot of small sized targets.That makes life difficult,
especially during the initial levels.You may overcome this by upgrading your weapons, but the buy menu again doesnt help.

That's about it.Sorry if I tired you out with my review.

EDIT:
I replayed the game, still find it terrible.One thing I should add to my previous review, is that I hate the fact that the game has 4
(yes, four) different fire buttons.2 for the main guns and another 2 for the drones (yes the game allows you to have those too)
-AND a special ability button-.Needless to say, how much confusing it is to remember what button to press at any appropriate
time.Again bad design prevails.This control scheme was made with a console controller in mind (I think the game has native
support for the Xbox device).The rest of us that play with a keyboard we can throw ourselves in front of a bus.

Hopefully Jets and Guns is released later this month, and everyone will be able to make comparisons.. this game is better than
anyother game on steam 10/10 would f**k again.. forktastic!. Fun little game that doesn't take too long to be completed. Some
achievements can require various retry to be unlocked.. Really slow and clunky.. 15 minutes to finished the game and then leave
it running for an hour to get the last achievement. There's hardly anything here even for a dollar.
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